


What is faT Oppression? 
Fat oppression is the systemat~c op~=ession of fat people . !~ :! 

discrimination based on appearances and stereotypes compa=ab:e ~= 
racism, anti-Semitism, sexism, ~c classism. 

NFat oppression is such a banal and integral aspect of America;. 
culture that most people take it for granted as a natural and 
acceptable phenomenon." 
from TBB INVISIBLB WC»>AH: CCla'RCNTING ;.,'E I GE'T n.!..J1.1DICE IN AMERICA by W. Charisse c;ocxt:.e· . ~-

Books 1995 

Fat people are discriminated agai ~s~ in many areas including 
employment, education, medicine, housing, accessibility, media, 
fashion, sex, and fri~ndship. This discrimination 'is fueled by wiee:y 
held stereotypes. Fat oppression is one of the last forms of 
discrimination still completely accepted in mainstream media and 
culture. 

A few of the stereotypes facing fat men, women, and children are ~~~ 
they are lazy, unhealthy, a-sexual, annoying, stupid, unable to 
control themselves, socially inept, and gluttonous slobs. 
All of these stereotypes are untrue. These are false ideas 
perpetuated by our culture, the media, and the weight-loss indus~=Y· 
we should not have to break our backs to obtain the s... rights and 
privileges afforded to thinner people! Being fat is not wrong, it is 
not always a result of overeating or an eating disorder, it is no~ 
directly related to any particular health risks. Fat people can and 
do exercise! we have sexl We make lovel We are lovedl we lust! we a=e 
intelligent, we are professionals, we are working-people, we are 
parents, we are activists! 

Fat oppression preserves the unnatural and biased power structure i~ 
America. Fight against all forms of oppression, take · back your mind. 

NDieting is the most potent political sedative in women's history, a 
quietly mad population is a tractable one." Racmi walt Tbe Beauty Myth 

NA cultural fixation on female thinness is not an obsession about 
female beauty but an obsession about female obedience." The Beauty Myth 

"Loyalty to petrified opinions never yet broke a chain or freed a 
human soul in this world-and never will." Mark Twain 

~-= Fat people are not 
-= ~t !ly. In fact, beinq wc.._ we:iq!lt is a greater health 

Cia:. 8\:t. the worst thing you 
~ do to your body is 

a.BS'rlUCT and YO YO 
diet. 

Resources 
l!&dDraal ~iation to Advance 

rat Acceptance (RAAPA) 
""""- 5AM A. . orq 

.. 4o&:l. :21' 
u.od•t.ion for the Be&lt·h 
k.richact of Large Peop~ 

P.O. Drawer C 
ladtord, VA 24143 

., 

1Ql. 73!.1778 (phone & tax) 
C01U1cil on SiR ,& Weight 

DUc::riainatJ.oD, Inc. 
P.O. Box 305 
Mt. Marlon, NY 1.2456 
9:~ 6?9.1206 

Qu.ne BooD 
P. 0. Box 2238 
Car 1.5bad, CA 92018 
eoc. 756.7533 
fax 619. c.£. 5476 

The Network for lise 
~ 

P.o. Box 9404 
New Haven, CT ~060& 
203. 7f17.1624 (phone & fax) 




